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Dear Legislator,

NYSUT members from across the state are meeting with you to ask for your support of important legislation-
highlighted in this packet- that affects our workplaces and communities.

Our school districts are in financial distress, the combination of state aid reductions and the onerous property
tax cap has forced program cuts and 35,000 employee layoffs. If the legislature approves the state aid increase
proposed by in the Executive Budget, the level of school aid would still be less than it was in 2009.

We ask for your support in restoring critically needed funding to public schools, colleges and imiversities and
healthcare programs. For instance, the proposed $203 million Fiscal Stabilization Fund and the increase and any
unallocated amount of fiinding for competitive grants should be redirected to general operating or "foundation
aid" that would be built into the base of funding that districts can depend upon each year.

The property tax cap must be amended to exclude costs that are beyond a school district's control and to replace
the "supermajority" requirement with a simple majority. Costs that are not controlled by school districts, such
as health insurance costs, energy-related costs, and payments to charter schools, continue to rise. The 60
percent supermajority requirement for passing budgets above the two percent is highly undemocratic and has a
disproportionately negative impact on low-income and high minority school districts

In the area of higher education, SUNY's Downstate University Hospital must be kept operational and public,
and layoffs of our UUP members must be stopped.

In addition, we ask you to support allowing school districts to ease the recent temporary spike in public
employee pension costs through pension smoothing.

We appreciate your taking the time to meet with NYSUT's Committee of 100 members, and we look forward to
working with you so that we may invest in New York and create a stable and productive New York for todayand in the future.

In solidarity.

Andrew Pallotta
Executive Vice President
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School Aid: The 2013-14 Executive Budget recommends $21 biUion in School Aid for the 2013-14 school year, a
year-to-year increase of $889 million or 4.4 percent. The total increase in School Aid for the 2013-14 school year
includes:

• An increase of $125 million for competitive grants ($75 million of which is for new initiatives).
• $203 million for a one time Fiscal Stabilization Fund which is yet to be allocated and does not appear on the

school aid run.

School fimding proposed for the 2013-14 school year is still over half a billion LESS than was provided in 2009-10.
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Last year, despite a state aid increase, schools were forced to cut more than 5,000 educator jobs. Over the course of
the last four years, we have lost 35,000 educator positions- over 10 percent of the entire teaching workforce in New
York's schools. That amounts to 35,000 less adults in our classrooms helping children learn.

• Redirect the proposed $203 million Fiscal Stabilization Fund to general operating or "foundation aid" that would
be built into the base of funding that districts can depend upon each year.

• Reprogram the increase and any unallocated amount of funding for competitive grants to general operating or
"foundation aid."

• Fix the changes to High Tax aid so that school districts do not lose large amounts of aid year to year.

• Provide additional funding towards the goal of restoring the school aid that has been cut since 2009.

Tax Cap: Two years of sizable state aid cuts, coupled with the imposition of the tax cap, have created conditions
where most districts will be unable to turnaround the disinvestment in classroom services experienced over the last
four years. The average allowable tax cap was 2.6 percent in 2012-13 after adjustments. This cap does not even keep
up with inflation, which was 3.1 percent in the 2011 calendar year (the year that is used for the 2012-13 tax cap
calculation). Maintaining the tax cap as it is will continue to force districts to eliminate programs. Without
significant additional aid, and a reasonable adjustment to the tax cap for costs beyond their control, many school
districts will lack sufficient resources to fimd current programs.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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In addition, we are deeply troubled by the 60 percent supermajority requirement in terms of its disparate impact on
low income and high minority school districts.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Allow reasonable adjustments to the tax cap for costs that are extraordinary or beyond the control of school
districts (e.g. costs associated with emergency expenses like Hvirricane Sandy relief, one-time costs to
improve school safety, fuel costs).

> S-3456 (Maziarz)/A-4843 Gunther - Exempts certain expenditures relating to school safety from tax
levy limits.

> (Legislation Pending Introduction) -Exempts certain expenditures relating to natural disasters from tax
levy limits.

> A-1176 (Jaffee) - Exempts expenditures resulting from court orders or judgments against a school
district or local government from tax levy limits.

> S-2800 (Ball)/A-3137 (Galef) - Exempts BOCES capital expenditures from limitations upon local school
district tax levies.

> (Legislation Pending Reintroduction) Exempts certain tuition payments by school districts for general
education and special students residing in such school districts from tax levy limits

> A-1907 (Hooper) - Provides that a fransfer of functions between or among local governments and school
districts shall be taken into account in the tax levy limits.

• Replace the onerous and inequitable 60 percent supermajority requirement, needed to exceed the tax cap,
with a simple majority vote.

> (Legislation Pending Introduction) -Amends tax cap statute to require a simple majority for override of
tax levy limits.

Teacher Programs: The Executive Budget does not include any funding for Teacher Centers. Funding for Teacher
Centers has already been significantly reduced, to just over $10 million in the current year.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Restore $20 million to Teacher Centers in the 2013-14 state budget.

• Increase ftmding for National Board Certification by $250,000 to meet the existing demand.

New Initiatives: The Executive Budget included a $25 million appropriation for fiiU-day Universal Pre-k and a $15
million appropriation for community school initiatives.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Support this additional fianding to provide fiill-day Universal Pre-k and grants for community school
initiatives.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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Despite limited evidence in support of school closure as an effective practice to improve student performance, it has
been used to an extraordinary degree by the Bloomberg administration. Several leading education professionals and
independent research groups have been skeptical of the purported benefits of school closure. In fact, there is
evidence that such closures actually have an adverse effect on student achievement. In light of the fact that
inconclusive evidence remains concerning the practice of school closure, there is a need for a comprehensive study,
examining its role in relation to student performance.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Adopt legislation, which authorizes the State Education Department, in concert with State Legislature, to
conduct a comprehensive study of school closure, examining its subsequent impact on student performance
and place a one-year moratorium on the New York City Department of Education's aggressive practice until
such study has been completed.

School Co-Location

A-2805 (Wright)
Education Committee

Since the Bloomberg Administration took control of New York City's school system, over 800 community school
facilities have been co-located with charter schools. School co-locations routinely result in extreme over-crowding
conditions. Students are often forced to have lunch at 10:00 a.m. due to space constraints, while losing out on
opportunities for quality art, music and physical education instruction. Additionally, school libraries and gym
facilities - traditional mainstays within schools for decades - can no longer freely be used as a resource by students.
NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Pass legislation which expands the powers and duties of community school education councils by prohibiting
the New York City Department of Education from co-locating a community school without first receiving a
vote of approval from the school's local community education council board. This legislation would assure
that local communities play a pivotal role in the decision-making process in regard to each proposed school
co-location.

Removing PCB Containing Light Fixtures from NYC Public Schools
A-988-A (Rosenthal) S-3774 (Lanza)
Education Committee Cities Committee

Currently, in New York City there are roughly 650 public school buildings that have polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
containing light fixtures. PCB's are classified by the Environmental Protection Agency as a probable human
carcinogen with elevated risk for young children and pregnant woman. After much pressure from teachers, parents,
environmental advocates and others the New York City Board of Education agreed to remove all PBC containing
Hght fixtures by the year 2021. With several recent incidences of PCBs leaking directly onto students, classroom
desks and floors we believe that the current timeline is far too long and that a two year timeframe is more
appropriate.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Adopt legislation, which requires the New York City Board of Education to replace within two years any
lighting ballasts or lighting fixtures installed between 1959 and 1978, the years which PCB's where used in
such products.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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Reward High Performing Teachers; The Executive Budget included an $11 million two-year appropriation to
reward high performing teachers. Annual stipends of $15,000 would be provided to those identified as "master
teachers". These programs would include enhancing professional development and utilizuig these teachers to train
other teachers.

NYSUT believes that professional pay is an integral part of an educational system that promotes professional
quality. The addition of fiinding for educators to move up their career ladder and incentives for additional
responsibilities for educators who agree to mentor other teachers or agree to teach in high-need schools is necessary
but it must be implemented and collectively bargained at the local level.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Amend this proposal to require implementation and collective bargaining of this initiative at the local level.

Special Education Waiver:

The Executive Budget included a provision that would allow local school districts, approved private schools, or
Boards of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES) to submit an application as prescribed by the Commissioner
of Education for a waiver from any special education requirements in sections 4402 and 4403 of education law,
which exceed federal IDEA.

Sections 4402 and 4403 govern school district, BOCES and the state education department's responsibilities in
educating students with disabilities, including but not limited to: the composition of Committee of Special Education
(CSE), transportation, development of Individual Education Program (lEP), residential placement decisions and
access to the lEP's.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

Reject the special education waiver provision in Article 7 Language because it is overly broad and gives too much
discretion to the Commissioner of Education to waive current education law.

Trend Factor/COLA for Special Education Schools and Human Service Providers: Special Act Schools, 853
schools, 4410 programs and not-for-profit human service organizations have not received a COLA since 2008. The
underfunding of these institutions is having a significant impact on their ability to provide the services that students
and cHents need and deserve.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Provide special education schools and human service organizations with a desperately needed COLA so the
staff, students, programs and recipients of special services can receive the support they need.

Moratorium on School Closures

S-669-A (Avella)
Education Committee

Over the past decade, the New York City Department of Education has closed over 100 schools. Almost half of the
schools that were slated to close in 2012 were originally created by the current Bloomberg Administration.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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state University of New York State-Operated (SUNY)

Since 2007-2008, SUNY's enrollments have increased while state funding levels have diminished or stayed flat. The
2013-2014 Executive Budget again provides flat funding for SUNY's state-operated campuses which represents a cut
considering SUNY's year-to-year inflationary costs. We ask the legislature to recognize the importance of appropriately
fiinding SUNY and to begin to reverse the cuts suffered in recent years. The students and the patients served by UUP
members deserve a fiilly fiuided state university.

NYSUT and UUP Urge the Legislature to:

• Add $25 million to the SUNY budget to protect quality and access to Public Higher Education. State
funding levels have not kept up with years of increased enrollments. This has threatened SUNY's ability to
maintain its mission of access and quality higher education in New York. SUNY has already encountered
increased class sizes and delayed graduations. Reduced access to important student services and threats to
SUNY's opportunity programs are also serious implications. Tuition increases have not been sufficient to provide
the quality that comes with additional faculty and staff that students deserve, hi fact, in the late 1990s, 75 percent
of SUNY's operating budget came from state support. Now, nearly 75 percent comes from tuition and fees
increasing student debt and adding undue stress on students.

• Fully restore the Health Science Centers and University Hospitals Subsidy to the 2010-11 level of $128
million. UUP asks the Legislature to restore the Executive Budget cut of $28 million to the state hospital subsidy
and add $40 million to bring the subsidy back to $128 million. Additionally, we are asking for $99 million for
Downstate Medical Center and $35 million for Upstate Medical University to protect and secure these
institutions as full-service public institutions. SUNY's hospitals provide health care to many thousands of
uninsured or underinsured New Yorkers who would otherwise have no access to the health care services they
need. Moreover, SUNY's medical schools educate most of New York's primary care physicians which there is
now a critical shortage and also educate many of its healthcare specialists. These medical schools are subsidized
by SUNY's hospitals and are seriously at risk because of deep cuts in state funding to these hospitals.

• Provide the Funding Necessary to Keep SUNY Downstate Medical Center a Public Institution.
To protect the public medical school, SUNY's proposed restructuring of the Downstate Medical Center in
Brooklyn must not allow for privatization. Restructuring and privatization plans for SUNY's Downstate Medical
Center Hospital threaten medical care for millions in Brooklyn and jeopardize public medical education at
Downstate Health Science Center. These plans will also cost the community thousands of jobs, which will result
in devastating negative financial impacts. Downstate Medical Center is the borough's fourth largest employer
and sixty percent of its employees live in Brooklyn.

• Reject the Health and Mental Hygiene Article VH pilot program (Section 104 - Part E) that would allow
business corporations to own and operate two hospitals located in New York. This plan is intended to "assist
in restructuring health care delivery systems by allowing increased capital investment in health care facilities."   If
enacted however, it would open the door to the closure or privatization of SUNY's public teaching hospitals.
They must remain full-service public institutions.

• Enact legislation requiring greater accountability and transparency with regard to SUNY's research and
campus foundations.

• Safeguard and improve the access and affordabiUty that Educational Opportunity Programs and Centers
provide for New Yorkers. In this economic climate, it is critical that both EOP and EOC programs are available
for low-income New Yorkers who need extra preparation to excel in higher education. Higher education leads to
increased earning potential. All New Yorkers deserve to earn a living wage. Furthermore, these programs help
SUNY meet its mission of access and opportunity for all of New York's students. We ask the Legislature to
increase funds for these programs above the levels provided for in the Executive Budget proposal.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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City University of New Yorii (CUNY)

Invest in Opportunity. Invest in CUNY

The City University of New York (CUNY) serves an enrollment of 269,000 degree students. CUNY is
the greatest source of opportunity for lower middle income New Yorkers, immigrants and people of
color. 75% percent of CUNY undergraduates are people of color. 41% percent are immigrants, and
56% percent have family incomes below $30,000 per year.

CUNY has remained a beacon of hope and opportunity for New Yorkers despite years of
disinvestment. CUNY senior colleges have lost 39.2% of their state funding since 1990-91, the
community colleges 43% (adjusted for inflation and FTE enrollment). Tuition has been increased to
replace lost state fiinding and now covers approximately 48% of senior college operating budget
revenue and 43% of the community colleges' revenue.

Underfixnding and enrollment growth has led to bigger classes, reduced course offerings and a
profotmd shortage of full-time faculty—they now teach fewer than half of CUNY's courses. Student
services are also severely under resourced. The quality of a CUNY education is at risk.

The 2014 Executive Budget provides essentially flat funding for CUNY, with some money to cover
increases in fringe benefit costs. $35 million in other inflationary costs are not funded. Current law
requires "maintenance of effort" (MOE) funding for CUNY from year-to-year, but MOE funding
should cover inflationary costs. Flat funding is actually a cut. Under the Governor's plan, tuition
dollars will be used to offset rising costs rather than to fund programmatic needs, and students will pay
more for less.

Budget setting is making choices. By closing loopholes, increasing corporate tax rates and establishing
a more progressive income tax structure. New York would choose to protect quality public higher
education and ensure opportunity for all students. It would be an investment in New York's future.

NYSUT and the Professional Staff Congress Urge the Legislature to:

Cover all mandatory cost increases to CUNY's senior college operating budget ($35 million).
Fund CUNY's plan to add new full-time faculty lines in FY2014 ($26.5 million),
hicrease Base Aid to community colleges to 2008-09 levels ($2,865, adjusted for inflation) by
making a down payment of an additional $260 per FTE in FY2014 ($21.4 million).
Reject the Next Generation Job Linkage Program, which ties community college funding to so-
called "performance" measures and relationships with private businesses.
Pass legislation (S-75) to remove barriers to the state's Unemployment Insurance program that
unfairly prevent part-time adjunct faculty who have no guarantee of future employment.
Pass the NY Dream Act (A-2597/S-2378) and fix TAP in other ways to increase college access
for low-income students and protect access without reducing CUNY's resources with tuition
discounts.

Pass legislation (A-772) reforming the selection process for CUNY/SUNY Trustees.
Pass legislation (S-2224) requiring greater transparency of the CUNY and SUNY's research
and affiliated non-profit foundations.
Pass legislation (A-4965/S-3863) establishing a civil cause of action for employees who are
subjected to an abusive work environment.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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State Universitv of New York Community Colleges

SUNY community colleges are a vital part of our public higher education system. These institutions are the
access point, the gateway to higher education for hundreds of thousands of people in this state. We appreciate
that the Legislature provided an increase in state base aid of $150 per full-time equivalent (FTE) student last
year, which raised the level of base aid funding to $2,272 per FTE student. Unfortunately, we are still $403
lower than the 2008 state funding level of $2,675. This $403 drop in state base aid per FTE student has had a
negative impact on the academic programs and services that are offered by community colleges. At the same
time, local county government finances are facing constraints in part due to the two percent property tax cap.
This has resulted in a decrease in the local fimding share for many local sponsors which has further constrained
community college operating budgets. It also has meant spikes in student tuition which have unfortunately
priced some students out of a college education.

hi fact, state base aid per FTE student is now lower than the level in 2002-03 ($2,300 per FTE) and lower than
the level in 1971-72 ($3,521 per FTE) when adjusted for inflation.   On average, the state's contribution per
FTE student for the 2012-13 state fiscal year (latest available data) as a percentage of operating costs for SUNY
community college campuses is 25.6 percent. The student share is 43.9 percent and the local share is 30.5
percent. Students are funding over 40 percent of the operating costs of these campuses, which is the direct
opposite of the intent of the education law. Moreover, according to the College Board, New York is the sixth
most expensive state in the nation for community college tuition and fees.

Another area of great concern we have for our SUNY community colleges is the proposed Next Generation NY
Job Linkage Program (Article VIIELFA - Part D). This legislation will impact our campuses by linking the
current state base aid amount of $2,272 per FTE to student performance in credit-bearing certificates, associate
of occupational studies degrees, or associate of applied science degrees. If students fail to meet the
requirements as laid out by the Executive Budget, community colleges will lose both their share of the $5
million performance based incentive allocation and the $2,272 of community college base aid for each student.
NYSUT strongly opposes this legislation.

The state is far from living up to its statutory obligation of funding 40 percent of the net operating costs for
these campuses and has met its statutory obligation only once in over 40 years. The state should concentrate on
improving its performance by living up to its obligations before it ties community college fiinding to
performance.

Moreover, SUNY commimity colleges are unfairly treated compared to other educational institutions with
respect to the MTA payroll tax. Legislation was recently enacted to exempt both public and private schools
from the MTA pajToU tax. In addition, businesses were also given a break on the percentage of the tax assessed
to them based on the size of their payrolls. SUNY community colleges should not be subject to this tax when
private schools are exempted. The state must enact legislation to exempt community colleges fi-om this tax to
provide equity under the law and to provide much needed fiscal relief to these campuses.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Restore SUNY community college base aid back to 2008-09 levels by making a down payment this year
of an additional $260 per FTE student ($37 million on SFY basis).

• Reject Article VII Legislation to Establish the Next Generation NY Job Linkage Program
(ELFA-Part D).

• Exempt community colleges from the MTA payroll tax.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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Labor and Retirement

Stable Rate Pension Contribution Option (Pension Smoothing): The Executive Budget proposal seeks to
address increased pension contribution rates for school districts and local government employers by creating a
Stable Rate Pension Contribution option for local governments. The governor acknowledges that the Tier 6
reforms will take several years to translate into actual savings for public employers. This new proposal attempts
to frontload future savings of Tier 6 into current years, with repayment expected later, hnplementation of the
Stable Rate Pension Contribution Option is at the full discretion of the State Comptroller and the New York
State Teacher' Retirement System Board.

NYSUT has long supported implementing some type of smoothing to help reduce the recent temporary spike in
employer pension costs. We have supported similar legislation to allow for a smoothing option for school
districts for several years.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Provide some form of smoothing option to school districts that will provide them with a tool to help put
an end to the education program cuts we have seen in recent years.

• Any option provided to school districts should also take into account the need to maintain the integrity
of the states' retirement systems. The retirement security of both current and future public retirees must
be protected. We have the strongest public pensions in the nation and we need to keep it that way.

Income Related Medicare Adjustment Amount (IRMAA) - Medicare Part B: NYSUT opposes the
Executive's Budget proposal to cease reimbursement of the Income Related Medicare Adjustment Amount
(IRMAA) for Medicare Part B premiums paid by certain retirees. A budgetary change that denies fiiU
reimbursement of additional out-of-pocket health care premium costs affects not only state retirees who rely on
Medicare, but also those NYSUT retirees who are required (due to geographical location) to enroll in a version
of the state's Empire Plan. These NYSUT retirees, therefore, have no input into their health care benefit
changes since the unions representing state employees negotiate the Empire Plan. Failure of the State to fully
reimburse retirees' IRMAA payments is a diminishment of their established benefits.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Maintain fiill reimbursement of IRMAA Medicare premiums by the State.

Binding Arbitration: The Executive Budget proposal seeks to radically alter binding arbitration involving
police, fire and other safety Executive's. The governor's proposal would place a two percent cap on any award
made by an arbitration panel convened to resolve an impasse when a public employer is deemed a "distressed
public employer".

Under the bill, a local government would be considered "fiscally distressed" if one of the two following criteria
is met:

• The local government's "average fiill value property tax rate" is above the 75thpercentile of all counties,
cities, towns, and villages.

• The local government's 5-year "average fund balance percentage" is less than five percent.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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The bill specifically states that an interest arbitration panel "shall make a determination" whether the county,
city, town or village is "a distressed public employer as part of its analysis of the financial ability of the
employer to pay."

This proposal will dramatically alter to the state's binding arbitration law and will lessen the collective
bargaining rights for as many as 25,000 firefighters and police officers across the state by providing an unfair
advantage to employers. Additionally, the proposed changes could also have an unintended spillover effect on
bargaining involving NYSUT and other public employees who are not covered by the binding arbitration
provisions because of the use of interest arbitration criteria by PERB fact-finders.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Oppose the reforms to binding arbitration proposed in the executive budget proposal.

• Work with the New York State AFL-CIO and its affiliates to extend the current binding arbitration
statute, which is set to expire July 1, 2013.

Workplace Violence Prevention for School District Employees

S-1936 (Addabbo)
Labor Committee

Chapter 82 of the Laws of 2006 established a statutory requirement that public employees, other than school
districts, develop and implement programs to prevent workplace violence.

Clearly, violence in the school setting is pervasive and draws serious media and political attention, particularly
in the aftermath of a tragic event. The Workplace Violence Prevention legislation assists schools with their
ability to identify and mitigate potential safety problems to ensure a safe work environment for staff and
students like.

The bill's provisions provide school districts with real violence and hazard reduction strategies by opening a
collaborative dialogue among administration, teachers and school-related professionals about how to identify
potential security gaps or other workplace hazards in conjunction with proven techniques for mitigating such
threats and safety risks. This legislation establishes a reporting system for schools to track incidences of
violence or aggressive behavior and the means to identify trends or incidences, which require remediation.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

•    Enact Workplace Violence Prevention for School District Employees.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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Health Care/Medicaid Cuts

Medicaid - Health Care Budget; NYSUT opposes the Executive's proposal to extend the Global
Spending Cap into SPY 2014-15. We are concerned about how this perpetual trend in spending
reductions will affect the delivery of health care programs and services to our neediest New York state
citizens. Similarly, we oppose the following Executive's budget proposals:

• The elimination of the Medicaid trend factor reimbursement rates to hospitals, home care
providers and nursing homes; and

• The 2% across-the-board-cut to health care providers for an extended two years.

We believe that strict enactment of a budget with these provisions without consideration of the
unpredictable medical needs of the New York state population, will significantly compromise delivery of
health care services to our state's citizens. Hospitals, nursing homes and home care agencies serve a
range of people from the chronically ill to those in need of emergency care. Crises, epidemics and natural
disasters occur without warning and expert, decisive responses by health care professional are, therefore,
instrumental to our nation's care and resiliency.

A trained, dedicated and stable health care workforce was essential in responding to the ravages of
SuperStorm Sandy and during the recent influenza outbreak (both in October of 2012). The number of
reported cases of influenza from October 2012 to January 2013 was five times the entire amount of cases
reported for all of 2011-12 (with approximately 3,000 hospitalizations recorded*). SuperStorm Sandy left
thousands of people in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut uprooted, homeless and in need of
emergency care. Hospitals had to respond, not only to the influx of medical emergencies, but had to
maintain the needs of the patients who were already under their care as well as serve as safe havens for
shelter and food. Clearly, our health care facilities need to be preserved and fiscal caps and reductions do
not aid in such preservation.

In addition, enrollment in Medicaid continues to grow while the Executive proposes to eliminate the trend
factor rates for hospital, home care agencies and nursing homes. This action, unfortunately, requires these
health care facilities to absorb all inflationary increases without any cost-of-living adjustments. Such a
harsh approach ignores the heightened costs and the mix of services that providers offer and fails to
distinguish between high and low occupancy facilities. A fiill trend factor adjustment has not been
provided to these facilities since 2005.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Reinstate the Medicaid trend factor reimbursement rates to hospitals, home care providers and
nursing homes; and

• Reject the 2% across-the-board-cut to health care providers for an extended two years.

• Reassess the Medicaid cap, allowing for flexible spending when necessary.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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The Statewide Safe Patient Handling Act

A-2180-A(Gunther) S-1123-A (Maziarz)
Codes Committee Health Committee

Lifting and transferring patients are the most commonly reported causes of back pain and knee and
shoulder injury among healthcare workers. Most programs for the prevention of back and joint injury for
healthcare personnel tend to focus on proper lifting techniques, body mechanics and back care. Based on
workers' compensation claims for back injuries, nursing aides and licensed practical nurses (LPNs) ranked
fifth and ninth, respectively, among all occupations, and nursing aides are at a higher risk for back injuries
than construction laborers, lumbermen, material handlers and laborers.

New York State United Teachers represents both the professional and legislative interests of thousands of
health care workers across the state; we strongly support any measure that enhance or ensures a safe and
productive work environment for both our health care professionals and the patients they serve. The
Statewide Safe Patient Handling Act is one such legislative measure that would greatly improve the
conditions at a number of health care facilities.

The enactment of this legislation will establish a safe patient handling work group at DOH, which would
be directed to make recommendations to the commissioner regarding a safe patient handling policy. The
legislation would also establish specifications for safe patient handling programs based on each health
care facility's specific patient's needs.

NYSUT Urges tiie Legislature to:

•    Enact the Statewide Safe Patient Handling Act.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.

NEATPAGEINFO:id=2A28AA23-24E5-464F-B237-621720B23F18



Social Justice/Human Rights

Farmworkers Fair Labor Practices Act

S-1743 (Espaillat) A-1792 (Nolan)
Labor Committee Labor Committee

New York state's multi-bilUon dollar agricultural industry holds a nationally competitive edge in the production
of several widely consumed items. This fact is due, primarily, to the farm industry. The farmworker is an
integral part of that industry as they perform highly important, arduous labors, which provide all New York
state residents with some form of nutrition and sustenance. However, farmworkers are singularly excluded
from the following New York state laws governing labor rights and protections for all other employees:

• One day of rest per week
• Overtime pay
• Disability insurance
• Collective bargaining rights
• Sanitary Code standards

NYSUT does not believe that farmworkers should continue to be the only group of laborers who are denied
basic labor, safety and health protections by New York state.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Enact the Farmworkers Fair Labor Practices Act, to help guarantee equitable treatment for farmworkers.

Minimum Wage Increase: The Executive Budget includes provisions to increase the minimum wage from
$7.25 to $8.75 an hour, bringing it more in line with the cost of living.

Nineteen states currently have a higher minimum wage than New York. The current minimum wage represents
only about one-quarter of the $28 average hourly wage in the state. Since low-income individuals spend a
larger percentage of their income than higher-income earners, salary increases in low-wage occupations lead to
increased demand for goods and services and help spur economic growth.

The guarantee of a livable wage not only benefits workers and their families, it is also a direct benefit for the
state's overall economy. It is widely proven in consumer trends that lower wage earners are more likely to
reinvest any disposable income into local businesses.

NYSUT has long supported an increase to the minimum wage and supports the governor's efforts to do this as
part of his Executive Budget.

NYSUT Urges the Legislature to:

• Increase the state's minimum wage from $7.25 to $8.75 an hour.

For more information on this subject, call the Legislative Department at (518) 213-6000.
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Teacher Centers:

A Public-Private Partnership that Works!

This year Teacher Centers were funded
at only 50% of the previous year's funding.

We cannot continue our PROVEN, COST EFFECTIVE work with any additional cuts.
RESTORE FUNDING to the original amount of $20.44 million and help support our children's future.

Reducing Teacher
Center funding will
negatively impact
programs which

directly affect class¬
room instruction

and student learning.

Support the work
of NYS Teacher

Centers and

support our
children's future.
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CENTERS

NYSUT supports the
important work of the
Teacher Resource and

Computer Training
Centers, as we have

since 1984.

A Union ofProfessionals^tmtr
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TEACHER CENTER FUNDING PROVIDES:

COST EFFICIENCY:

ͣ Non-proprietary professional development which immediately responds to local,
state, and federal initiatives, including all components of the Race-to-the-Top
and the NYS Education Regents Reform agenda

ͣ Assistance with acquiring additional grant funds for high priority and focus
districts

ͣ Teacher Center staff to create and deliver professional development to
P-20 educators at all educational institutions

ͣ Non-competitive work shared among thousands of educators across the state

TEACHER LEADERSHIP:

ͣ Professional development to support all stakeholders in the teacher
and principal evaluation process

ͣ Instructional leadership which supports current and future teachers

COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS:

ͣ Collaborations with colleges, universities, museums, youth bureaus,
early childhood agencies, and workforce investment boards to promote
an integrated P-20 educational approach to learning

ͣ Training which supports successful transition to college and careers
ͣ Professional development focused on the integration of technology to promote

21st Century skill development and informed instructional decision making

PRIVATE/PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS:

ͣ Outreach to public, non-public and charter schools, as well as higher education
facilities, with the ability to expand relationships with increased funding

ͣ Most successful private/public partnerships with companies and organizations
(see reverse) which generate over $20 million in additional revenue
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NYS TEACHER CENTERS

Increasing Student Performance While Lowering Taxpayer Burdeni
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